
Comic League 1:

“Welcome back kittens to the moment we’ve all been waiting for! The battle of a lifetime, the

final match of our Cross Tournament! When we started this off, we had eight mighty warriors

that all fought their hearts out to try and get that wish! Our final two fighters have certainly been

through the ringer to make it to this final match! But with a wish on the line, who will do what it

takes to see themselves in front of the God Eater herself and ask for their desire to be granted?”

“On one side, we have the Assassin of Blood, Taleus Veron! This Perpetual has truly proven

himself worthy of ranking among their numbers as The Charnel God! In his first ever bout in

front of us all, he took on the impossible task of bringing down a Contractor, a man that normally

requires an army to even think of taking on, Yamarashi! But with deadly intention, versatile use

of his blood control, and an incredible power, he proved that the impossible is possible! His

second match put him against the sweet, but deadly samurai, Senko! While her speed and cold

touch certainly proved troublesome, what really allowed Taleus the win was his cold ruthlessness

allowed him to take her down in a flash! With two opponents behind him, he’ll now be faced

with an opponent that will not easily be battered down! Can this crimson assassin’s blades find

their mark, or will he be left whirling in the wind?”

“And on the other side, like a billowing hurricane of passion, we have Raku Fyuujin! With the

passing of her grandfather, she’s been tasked with the responsibility of being the head of the

Fyuujin household, a title she is so far more than meeting the expectations for! Her first match in

this tournament had her facing a deadly and untouchable purveyor of poisons, Muhamora! Using

her wind and spear, she was able to keep the deadly touch of her opponent at a distance until she

was able to come up with a scheme that allowed her to reach out and touch her opponent’s heart

with a cost! But the danger wasn’t done there, as up next she faced a valiant undead knight in

Valentine! The swords and sorcery the zombie woman brought was certainly fearsome, but

nothing compared to the wrath of a dragon, and with a whirlwind of action, Valentine was

likewise defeated! But can anger truly give Raku the edge over a deadly assassin with no regard

for his own safety, or will she need a cooler head to take on this deadly foe and live?”



“These two certainly stand on opposite ends of the spectrum! One, a deadly assassin lurking in

the shadows between dimensions, seeking out targets and bringing them down with bloody

strikes! And the other, a noble dragon tasked as a guardian to protect those beneath her! But for

one fateful day, these two will clash directly, but only one can prove victorious! Who will come

out on top, and who will be brought down by the blade of the other? There’s only one way to

find out, so hold on tight, get your loudest cheers ready, and let’s watch the fight of the

multiverse unfold before our eyes!”



Comic League 2:
“Ladies and gentlemen, cats, kittens, and foxes, welcome all to our final day of the Cross

Tournament! Eight fighters lined themselves up along two sides of a bracket, all vying for the top

position! Today, only two remain, and they now face each other in the Cross Colosseum for one

purpose: to prove they are worthy of being the one to have a wish granted by the God Eater!

Let’s look at our fighter’s feats before we watch this match that will likely be heart-pounding!”

“Our first warrior is a ghostly figure with fists of steel and an arsenal to back them up, Inari Sato!

Coming here in search of a figure from her past, she’s proven herself a rather spectacular fighter

as she’s taken on every foe thrown in front of her! Her first bout took on the well-armed deliverer

of pain and packages, Delivery Girl! While they seem to get along off the battlefield, once they

were on it they set their friendship aside for quite the spectacular battle, which Inari managed to

pull ahead on! Her second opponent was much more formidable, however, facing Gensai Rex,

the soul wielding martial artist with a flair for power and skill! Going wild, Inari faced her

opponent and won with bombastic style, but one of her floating companions seems to have

moved on, fusing its power to her! Now, with two opponents down, she’s got a real superstar in

her way, so let’s see if her new combined might is enough to overcome this golden opponent

arrayed before her, or if she’ll just fade away!”

“Her opponent is none other than Aude, the Golden Superstar that hits nothing but home runs all

day long! While normally baseball is her sport of choice, these last few days she’s proven that

she can be a fourth batter for combat as well! She first showed that off against the rabbit scientist

Ronin! His quick speed and lighting device surely made him a strong opponent, but that proved

to not be enough against such a powerful foe like Aude! But her next opponent was someone

with the firepower to keep up with the superstar! And the thunderpower and icepower too!

Wendy Williams certainly stood her own, pulling out some surprising moves against the fox girl

at the center of our story! But with a motivating speech from her ghostly companion Armel, she

was able to gather the strength she needed to overcome Wendy’s magical might and pulled into

the finals! Now she’s faced off against an opponent most could never reach! But with a ghost by

her side, maybe she’ll have what it takes to bring down her opponent and her two companions!”



“These two women have faced some of the best warriors in the multiverse and proven

themselves to be superior! One, floating on the edge of life and death with her colored

companions, defeating those that need a good thrashing! The other, a superstar that seeks to

prove herself to greater and greater heights of fame and power! These two will meet in the arena

with the knowledge that only one of them will come out on top! I’m sure it’ll be exciting to see

who that proves to be, so let’s stop delaying and let’s get this match roaring!”



Writer’s League:
“What a beautiful day it is today, my lovely fans, is it not? Just a perfect day for bloodshed and

spectacle, and I have just that kind of content for you for this concert! The God Eater brought

eight unique fighters from across the multiverse to our humble Crossroads to compete for one

wish from our local resident goddess! Two remain after two intense days of battle, and now they

face each other on this final day, both having hardened their hearts to be willing to take down the

other and prove themselves worthy of having their wish granted more!”

“Our first contestant is the sneaky Devil Blood who’s martial skills and deadly blood has made

her quite the formidable opponent, Piano! While her delicate looks make her appear to be a

gentle flower, she has quickly proven to have more dangerous thorns than her enemies expected!

This was quickly shown with her first opponent, the user of dark magic Angelique Tarrow! This

veteran of fighting tournaments like ours thought her opponent would be easy to overpower with

magic, but Piano’s physical abilities and quick thinking proved to be the better, and with a

startling finish, the black blooded martial artist moved to the next round! Quan Huynh, on the

other hand, had the physical abilities and the spunk to prove a threat to Piano! But no amount of

speed or courage could ever really beat out pure skill, and Piano’s regeneration stopping blade

put down the speedster in quick action! Now with those two out of the way, she faces one of the

most powerful threats in this final match, a mixture of both magical and physical prowess! Can

Piano find some way to leverage what advantages she does have, or will she be pounded in the

dirt at rapid speed?”



“And her opponent is a most dangerous opponent indeed, a centuries old Matriarch with the

capabilities to back it up, we have Vilivian of Lilith! With physical strength, magical might, and

even a terrifying secondary form to ravage her enemies six ways to Sunday! Her first opponent

certainly was a match for her physically, and a fan favorite as the nephew of the Fox Den’s

bartender and previous Cross Tournament winner, Volley! Unfortunately, honor got in the way of

strength, and our fiery demon managed to claim a victory! But where might fails, machinery

could hopefully make up, or so Pembrooke thought! But even with all the firepower his ATX

could muster, he still couldn’t find the killshot on this tough skinned demoness, and destruction

rained down upon him! But Vilivian’s next opponent won’t be relying on pure power to

overcome her, so we’ll have to see if she can adapt to such a change in strategy, or if the silver

bullet that will bring her down has finally been found!”

“These two women are masters of their bodies and minds, right down to the strange colored

blood they both have! I’m sure the fight that’s coming up will stain the battlefield in all sorts of

colors, I can hardly wait to see it! While I’m sure they’re not super eager to hurt each other, they

both have one dream, one wish to earn the right to see become real, so they’re going to have to

put aside what little friendliness they have with each other and put it all on the line for victory!

Get ready folks! The show is about to begin!”


